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In the matter of viewing objects, specifically
in the aesthetic sense, we often feel called upon to
take into consideration more than the work itself. Indeed
the various facets of an individual work may constitute
whole pieces themselves when removed from the context of
the former work. What then, must the criterion be for the
final aesthetic appraisal? Invariably the judgment in
these matters is reduced to an evaluation of the juxta
position of these fragments in composing the whole. In
the case of found object sculpture, that in which the
components are not made by the artist, or with objects
made in such an impersonal machine- like manner as to
exclude any tell-tale characteristics of technique or
style, components are not as considerable as the meaning
behind their selection for the role. The
"beauty"
in the
piece must be read "between the
lines"
and requires some
small amount of perception on the part of the viewer .
Throughout this thesis report, I would ask the
reader to overlook defects in style and phrasing and to
"read between the
lines,"
to overlook the way something
is expressed for the meaning I will try to present for
xi
I have attempted to make this as honest a work as I
can at this point. To remain honest, I have tried to
write as I think and speak. Through the use of allusion
and story I want to express something about myself that




This is a story that I read while I was looking
for some pictures of Hamada's work. There were three
generals in Japan. They were all asked what they would
do if they were given a singing bird that wouldn't
sing. The first general replied that if it wouldn't
sing, he would kill it. The second general thought a
moment and said that he would coax it to sing. The
third general replied that he would wait for the bird
to sing. The first general died very young. The second
lived long enough to conquer his known world and con
solidate an empire. The third general was the founder
of a dynasty that ruled for two hundred years.
This is what I am about. A process was started
of which I am a part. The joy in undertaking is not of
accomplishment but simply one of motion; I am moving.
In 1972, Rockford Blacktop Construction Company
engaged a contractor to build and surface thirty miles
of road in a lake -development project in Belvidere,
Illinois. The land to be developed was mostly farmland
and rolling woods. General roughing out was done with
cat and scoop arrangements, dozers and C-pulls included;
medium self-loaders, Michigan and Hancocks, leveled and
cut to bring the dirt elevation to within four inches
of grade. Hancocks and blades made up the last crew,
bringing the topographical elevation to finish dirt. I
saw them once from the air, the crews I worked with.
It was like some huge earthworm in three sections of
bustle, moving and pushing and filling in; all with the
constant trail of dark buff clay and lines of clay pipe
following behind. In unison doing wh&t man and machine
couldn't do, like some huge earthscape to tie off sections
of land into neat, organized units; to bring order to the
rise and fall of terrain those dark lines were drawn in
three dimensions often against the natural hill and
hollow. Where hills lay the road was cut down, the
excess clay to be used to raise low areas and bring the
overall difference as close to horizontal as practical.
It was work done to bring order and evidence of our day's
effort materialized as one or two long sweeping curves
that violated the natural undulations of sand, foliage,
and topsoil. Over the summer, and for the next several
years, I saw various applications of that desire for
order; in buildings, in shops, and again in land. What
it means to me today, I believe, is not a practical
reason for order but more of feeling. To rearrange or
to paraphrase something in nature came to be a process
whereby a certain viewpoint could be expressed. I will
make a line that may imitate lines that exist in nature,
but for them to be successful, I must feel that they
are lines that nature should imitate.
The overall execution, the finished design,
depends not so much on the individual mark as it does
on the contrast between the size and intensity of two
or more such marks . The clay lines again were drawn
in three dimensions against a natural form, rise and
fall at elevation. What would happen if the
"nature"
of the form did not move except in a uniform prescribed
manner? For instance, on a very flat surface the
available lateral movement for my
"organizing"
line
would be right or left, up or down, with a third pos
sibility: the illusion of moving towards or away from
the viewer. By including that illusion, subtle in
struction is given as to how a particular piece may be
viewed.
This feeling would perhaps be better explained
in a different light . I now know why I want to make
these objects this way. How to make them becomes a
problem. Beauty, man-made beauty, requires three
things: a viewer, a maker, and an illusion. Through
out this study of surface embellishment I have confined
myself to the work with the last. To understand illusion
there must be an understanding of its particular
com-
ponents and their individual characteristics.
An illusion is a perception that fails to give
an accurate description of the object perceived. A
beautiful illusion not only fails to give that accurate
description but replaces it with the suggestion of some
thing that might itself be regarded for its own merits
of beauty. Assuming that the maker and viewer are com
patible, the illusion becomes a line of communication
between them. It may suggest a common experience or
stimulate a common thought but the success given the
above compatibility depends on the sophistication of
the illusion, how it is handled coupled with some
knowledge or understanding on the part of the maker of
the viewer's experience. (Since that knowledge is
often difficult to obtain, there is a tendency for the
maker to associate the viewing with the making in a
much closer sense- -"if I appreciate it then someone
else like me will appreciate
it."
With the above, the how of the illusion is
reduced to what has to be done, what must make up the
environment for, the illusion itself. What must there
be to provide a vehicle that will promote and support
that illusion. That answer is surface embellishment.
The illusion I'm working with is one of three
general patterns: plant or foliage designs, the creation
of depth or distance, and contrasting or alternating
tonal regions . Each form predetermines which patterns
can be used on that particular form. The plant or
foliage requires only a smooth surface and as such is
rather a simple statement. Large container forms,
bowls, and so forth, serve as the basis for the sug
gestion of leaves --silhouettes of foliage patterns on
flat or seemingly flat surfaces. (See Figs. 1,2,3,4.)
The distance formulas (See Figs. 5,6,7,8.) are
more complex and may entail consideration not only for
what is on the surface, in the form of slips and col
orants, but how the surface is handled. For example,
slab platters, clay that is stretched over a bisque mold
to attach the footrim often still bear the marks of the
canvas separator. This is viewed not as a flaw or loss
of control but an honest embellishment. Often those
pieces so marked will not need as much colorant work
to produce some illusion of depth. There are forms
that obviously cannot sustain the devices used to produce
an illusion of depth. A curved line against the round,
dark lines against light, or the use of perspective
are hardpressed to compete with the fact that they
appear on a bowl that is already very deep . Work on
such deep forms or on forms that contain more pronounced
curves is better done in a more simple manner. For this
reason, deep curves, convex or concave, tend to require
little help or at least are too hard to fight and as
such are not favorite forms to decorate in this manner.
The tonal changes , actual changes in thickness
of glazes or the overlapping of two glazes, the use
of sprayed colorants to subtly alter or obscure the true
curve of the work is done with wax resist and glazes
that contain different percentages of the same colorant.
(See Figs. 9, 10, 11.) This method works on any form
within reason as the character of the design is very
strong and has the ability to compete successfully with
forms containing some of the most pronounced curves .
Of these three methods, the common denominator is always
brushwork.
Colorants, glazes, and wax are all applied with
the brush and for a very good reason. Brushes are the
most convenient vehicle for the movement of colorant
for the type of surface I want . Good brushes are a
necessity and play no small part in the embellishment
of these surfaces . For the softer brushes , made with
wool, rabbit, or squirrel hair, the drawing must proceed
using the liquid flowing from the brush tip as a stylus .
With harder brushes, horsehair and the like, the drawing
is accomplished by actually using the fiber tips in con
tact with the surface. The colorant, in slip or engobe,
must have sufficient plastic quality to mix thoroughly
yet be able to flow quickly from the tip when applied.
These techniques owe their development to the
thesis study. What to do with a surface, how to handle
that glazed area in such a manner as to add in a decorative
sense was the impetus for the thesis study- Throughout
that study, problems have arisen and been solved with
thought and patience. It was in overcoming each obstacle
that a work pattern, a rhythm was developed. This per
haps is what I owe most to the study. Prized pieces may
come and go but without that feeling of the capacity to
solve problems no progress can really be made.
At first forms were selected for decorating
without any consideration for the handling or glazing.
Corrections were made in process to handle those forms.
Platters that constituted excellent surfaces to decorate
were too wide for the glaze pans and too awkward to hold
with one hand while pouring with the other. At the
suggestion of an instructor a glaze tank was introduced,
a box-like contraption that held ten to twenty gallons
of glaze in a plastic bag. After some small refinements
I consider it to be indispensible now. That type of
wrangling continued to proceed parallel to the actual
finished pieces.
The actual achievement in terms of the finished
pieces is small compared to what I believe is most im
portant at this point. The effect of the study itself
has been to prepare a system, a variety of systems
really, to produce pieces in an organized manner and
yet remain flexible enough to accommodate the individuality
of the given work.
It is with these systems, the glaze tank, bisque
molds and other forming methods , that I may produce pieces
from different bodies and glazes and utilize different
types of fire than I am presently familiar with. It is from
the study of surface embellishment that I have been able to
concentrate on one aspect of work and, in effect, to more
successfully realize the whole piece.
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Appendix
The glaze and colorants used in the following
pictures were arrived at through trial tests completed prior
to and during the thesis study. They are typical stoneware
reduction results and can be readily achieved providing
enough time is allowed for the glase to
"soak"
at the end of
the firing. The glaze also requires a period of approximately
m
twenty minutes body reduction.
Listed below are the glaze, slip, and color
ants as they were used in the study-
B-5 Celadon
Slips







Ch3 + 3% Chrome
Flint 15 Kona F-J4. Oxide
Bone Ash .7 Frit 3110 10 1%Cobalt




Albany 50 Albany 80
Iron Oxide 33
Frit 3110 50 Frit 3110 20 G. Borate 33
CobaltOxide 6 Zinc OxidelO Rutile 33
Zinc Oxide 10 Chr. 0xide20
Iron exide 5 Co. Oxide 12 Red Iron Oxide
ChromeOxide 1 Manganese 9 Water
Iron OxidelO
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